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You took the pregnancy test in the morning your husband still
asleep. You wait for the second line, which doesn't appear. It's
blankness spreads beneath your clavicle.



You go back to bed. You get up and make coffee. You eat cereal
without milk and sweep crumbs from the floor. But, you think, maybe?
And you go to the bathroom, to fish the failed pregnancy test out of
the trash can.



Given time, an object can change its meaning.

A negative becomes positive. Excitement forgets disappointment.



You keep the test for three weeks even when the window turns yellow
because it's filled with your urine. It is the only thing that tells
you your baby exists.



You have your first sonogram in a narrow little closet of a room.
The ultrasound tech offers to let you slip the condom onto the
vaginal transducer, but you tell her she can.

Some people like to do it themselves, she says, as she pushes the latex
covered wand inside of you.



You squeeze your two year old's hand. Too hard.



You want this to be a moment. That your son may know that this
grainy quivering thing on the screen is his sister or brother. He
squirms in your husband's hands and lets go of yours. He asks to turn
the lights back on.



Afterwards, the technician hands you a long receipt thin paper.

Three grainy, black and white photos of your uterus. A gray Lima
bean floating in the middle of each one.



They always look like gerbils at this point, you say, holding the
pictures. As if you are an expert on either—having only had one
baby and two gerbils.

One of the gerbils ate the other all but the tail when your sister
forgot to feed them.



When you get home, you throw away the yellowed pregnancy test and
magnet the sonogram pictures to the freezer door.



There are rules about pregnancy.

No alcohol. No smoking.

No lunch meat. No rollercoasters.

Take prenatal vitamins. Don't tell anyone before
12 weeks.



On Easter, even though you were only six weeks along, you spent many
minutes cutting and recutting paper ovals to fit into plastic eggs,
which your son handed to his grandparents before dinner.



eight and a half weeks later you are in the safety of the second
trimester.



An object can change its meaning.



It can shift you from joy to liminal spaces: waiting rooms and
crossed fingers.



You concentrate on the screen and try to feel the soft bumps, moments
of contact, when the baby swims into the edges of your uterus. You try,
but you feel nothing.

Again to the sonogram room, your interior projected, its contents
larger. No longer a Lima bean or a gerbil, now a small baby.



You wait in another room for the doctor. You don't need to undress,
the nurse tells you, before she closes the door leaving you to sit on
the crinkled papered exam table, legs dangling.

The pictures on the walls to your left and right are mirror images
of the same dock disappearing into water and fog.



When the doctor comes to get you and walks you to his office, you
know. It's always bad news when it's told across a desk. You won't
remember his face, just his indirect way of saying the things that
break you: couldn't find a heartbeat, growth stopped before 14 weeks,
you will pass the products of conception.



You can't cry in the elevator because a man slips in just before the
doors close.



You scream in the car. You call your husband. Your jaw aches from
forming all the words.



Somehow, you drive yourself home. You crawl into bed and cry until
you are empty.



When you are quiet you notice a wasp on the window. It buzzes when it
flies, then is silent.

In this house you've become the one responsible for killing bugs.



Once when you were four and sitting in your booster seat in the back
of your parents' tan Chevy sedan, something tickled your thigh.

You reached between your legs to scratch the itch and lightning
struck your palm. Before you could cry out, it seared you
again twice next to the seam of your underwear. Then you
screamed.

Your father pulled the car over.



Your mother unstrapped you and pressed an ice pack to the welts
on your hand and leg. In the car seat, curled and motionless, was
the wasp that stung you.

You hiccuped and sobbed and clung to your mother, terrified of
being stung again.

It's okay, she told you. It's dead. It died because it stung you.



You can't kill a wasp today.



You sleep and in the morning you are hungry and your husband, eager
to do something, anything, goes out to get you a specific kind of
sugary cereal.









When you were pregnant with your son, you asked the doctor how you
would know when it was time to go to the hospital.

You'll just know, she said.



Now, alone, you know. You crawl to the bathroom and sit on the toilet.



Sometimes language is wrong. Its incongruity an insult. The words
fail the objects they describe: passage of blood and tissue, products
of conception, missing heartbeat.













When it is over, there is a baby, so small it fits in a Rubbermaid
sandwich container.



There is no lesson in this loss

only that you still exist.




